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New VA Appeals and 
Understanding RAMP



TODAY’S COVERAGE

INFORMATION:

Q&A:

Submit questions to Amanda@VeteransLaw.com (during or after Webinar)
or 

via the Questions box on the right side of the webinar

1. Overview of the New Appeals system, what 
we know

2. RAMP Program
• Our view on Pros/Cons
• What cases would work for RAMP
• How to get a veteran in RAMP



What the VA is Saying about Current System

Process takes too long – no defined endpoint or 
timeframe.  VA cannot manage to set a goal for resolution 
time. 

• Veterans are waiting 3 years on average to resolve an 
appeal

• Those at the Board average 7 years from their NOD 
(2016 FY report)

Process is too complex - Veterans don’t understand 
process, too many steps, challenging to explain it to them



What the VA is Saying about Current System

Splits Jurisdiction Between Board and VA RO’s –
Accountability does not rest with one entity.  Creates inherent 
competition for resources to at ROs to allocate between claims 
and appeals

Open Record and ongoing Duty to Assist – Continuous 
evidence gathering and readjudication prolongs ability to reach 
final decision.  



Appeals Modernization Act – New 
Appeals process – Effective Feb 2019
Veteran receives a Rating Decision, within one year, 
veteran must choose one of the following:

• Higher Level Review – No new evidence, just 
review by more experienced adjudicator (i.e. a 
Decision Review Officer)

• Supplemental Claim – Ability to submit new 
evidence and have a hearing, if desired.

• Appeal – case goes directly to the Board



VA argues this process is “more simple”



Higher Level Review

• More experienced adjudicator (replaces the 
DRO process) provides a second look at 
same evidence (is a de novo review)

• Option for a One-Time informal 
teleconference with Higher Level Reviewer

• No new evidence can be submitted
• Can be returned to lower-level if there is a 

duty to assist error.



Supplemental Claim

• VA will readjudicate if there is “new and 
relevant” evidence (replaces “new and 
material” standard)

• Will not be a Higher Level Reviewer – VSR
and RVSRs will adjudicate

• Duty to Assist applies – VA assists in gather 
new and relevant evidence

• Replaces “reopening” claims with “new and 
material evidence”



Appeal to Board

• Complete an NOD and choose a docket
• Three Dockets at the Board

• Direct Docket: No new evidence, no 
hearing.  Goal for VA is to have decisions 
within 365 days of appeal.

• Evidence Docket: Additional evidence 
can be submitted within 90 days of NOD

• Hearing Docket: new evidence 
submitted within 90 days of NOD and a 
hearing will be scheduled before VLJ



Appeal Flow Chart



One of the Biggest Changes

• Veteran can submit new and relevant evidence 
within one year of ANY decision and VA will 
readjudicate the claim. 

• This goes for a Rating Decision, Board 
Decision or CAVC Decision

• Veteran keeps original effective date 



Of Note: Directly from the VA

• Veterans can only pursue one lane at 
a time on each issue

• If veteran chooses one lane and 
changes his/her mind, can switch 
lanes



Of Note: Directly from the VA

• No limit to # of times a Veteran may pursue a 
claimed issue in any given lane

• Effective date is protected as long as Veteran 
pursues the issue in any lane

• Duty to Assist applies only to initial claims 
and the supplemental claim lane.  



VA’s “Pitch”



Of Note: Our observations

• No more Statement of the Cases or Form 
9 requirements

• More complicated, many options and 
things to consider

• Case is perpetual.  You can always add 
new and relevant evidence (no longer 
has to meet the material requirement)



Of Note: Our observations

• See it more like a loop process v. 
straight up and straight down

• Case is only seen as “on appeal” if you 
appeal directly to the Board



Rapid Appeals Modernization Program
(“RAMP)

• System to test out and implement the new appeals 
process

• Started in November 2017
• Only available for Higher Level Review and 

Supplemental Claim, NOT appeal to the Board.
• Only available to those Veterans who are eligible 

and have received a letter to “opt in”
• Not all veterans are eligible.



Who is Eligible for RAMP?

• Must have an NOD or Form 9 already filed

• Case that has been Certified to the Board, 
but not activated – it will be brought back to 
the RO

• Cases that are on Remand from the Board

We have many clients who received the RAMP 
opt in letter, but are not eligible.  Review to see 
if eligible. 



VA’s “Pitch” for RAMP 

• Early participation in the new, more 
efficient review process

• Potentially faster decisions and early 
resolution of disagreements

• Multiple review options



VA’s “Pitch” for RAMP 

• Same potential effective date for your 
benefits regardless of review option 
chosen

• New requirement that VA must have clear 
and convincing evidence to change any 
findings favorable to you in a VA decision. 

• VA’s goal under RAMP is to issue new 
decision in average of 125 days.



How to “Opt In” to RAMP?

• MUST submit the RAMP Opt-IN Election 
form included in letter from VA and choose 
Higher Level Review OR Supplemental 
Claim

• You also at that point identify if you want an 
Informal Conference with Higher Level 
Review



How to “Opt In” to RAMP?

• If the veteran is in Arizona or Southern CA, 
RO Phoenix and RO San Diego veterans 
are open to Opt-In even if they haven't 
received letter offering to Opt-In.

• I have Opt-In form for anyone who wants 
them. Email: amineer@veteranslaw.com



Cases good for RAMP

• New evidence since the filing of NOD or 
Form 9 (i.e. Doctor letter, IME, vocational 
expert, new diagnosis etc.)

• Cases where the Rater or DRO was 
clearly biased. Note: factual findings that 
are favorable to veteran cannot be changed 
unless evidence to the contrary is clear and 
convincing.



Additional Thoughts on RAMP

• VA VERY much wants the New Appeals 
program to work.  

• They are having a hard time getting veterans to 
opt into RAMP. 

• As of January 1, 2018 they had invited 15,500 
veterans to accept RAMP, but only 3% of those 
elected to opt-in.
– 75% of those who opted-in received a grant 

(348)



Additional Thoughts on RAMP

• Once you select the RAMP program, 
veteran cannot go back to old system.

• If appeal to Board, will start new “line” at the 
Board not to be active until Feb 2019.  



Additional Thoughts on RAMP

• Veterans seem weary of a “new unknown 
system”

• We have received over 100 offers to opt-in.  
Very few of our clients want into the program.

• VA is targeting the oldest appeals for RAMP.  
Many veterans have been waiting years at the 
Board and don’t want to return case to RO 
where it was previously denied.  



Additional Thoughts on RAMP

• RAMP does not include adjudication by a VLJ.  
Some cases need to go before a VLJ to be 
favorable – discretion. 

• Cases on Remand: BVA still has jurisdiction 
and upon SSOC will maintain “docket date” and 
be addressed quicker.



What happens come February 2019?

• Appeals Modernization didn’t include plan to “close 
out” the old process.  Veterans will not be required 
to be in new program.

• February Report to Congress on implementation of 
New Appeals Process:
– VA plans to hire 605 new full time employees 

dedicated to processing appeals in old system.
– “If VA encounters unanticipated delays in 

updating IT systems to support the new appeals 
framework, VA may require more time to 
implement.” 
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Questions??


